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Magnets have prac cally become everyday objects. Permanent ferromagne sm is a property of only a few densely packed materials, such as iron, in which the spin exchange interac ons of individual
atoms naturally line up in the same direc on and create a residual persistent magne c field. In the
early universe, before iron and other magne c materials had been created inside stars, such permanent magne sm did not exist. Scien sts have long wondered where the observed cosmic magne za on came from, given that the fully ionized gas of the early universe contained no ferromagne c
par cles.
Many astrophysicists believe that galac c magne c fields are generated and maintained by dynamo
ac on, whereby the energy associated with the diﬀeren al rota on of spiral galaxies is converted
into magne c field energy. However, the dynamo mechanism is only a means of amplifica on, and
dynamos require seed magne c fields. Neither the dynamo process nor plasma instabili es generate magne c fields out of nothing: they need finite seed fields to start from.
In the talk it is shown that an unmagne zed nonrela vis c thermal electron-proton plasma spontaneously emits aperiodic turbulent magne c field fluctua ons of strength $|\delta B|=3.5\beta _eg^
{1/3}W_e^{1/2}$ G, where $\beta _e$ is the normalized thermal electron temperature, $W_e$ the
thermal plasma energy density and $g$ the plasma parameter. For the unmagne zed intergalac c
medium, immediately a er the reioniza on onset, the field strengths from this mechanism are
about $2\cdot 10^{-16}$ G in cosmic voids and $2\cdot 10^{-10}$ G in protogalaxies, both too weak
to aﬀect the dynamics of the plasma. Accoun ng for simultaneous viscous damping reduces these
es mates to $2\cdot 10^{-21}$ G in cosmic voids and $2\cdot 10^{-12}$ G in protogalaxies. The
shear and/or compression of the intergalac c and protogalac c medium exerted by the first supernova explosions locally amplify these seed fields and make them anisotropic, un l the magne c restoring forces aﬀect the gas dynamics at ordered plasma betas near unity.
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